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Ratings Galore in all spheres  
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Ratings Galore in all spheres …. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Source – Government of Australia 
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The Financial Institution  
CAMELS Rating Example 

5 Source: CRAB's Presentation 



Sovereign Risk Example  
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Source: Standard & Poor’s | Ratings Direct on the Global Credit Portal June 2011 



Output Losses for Selected Crises Episodes  
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Output Losses for Selected Crises Episodes  
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COMESA Framework For Maintaining Financial System Stability 

  
 

 
 

Source: Developed from Schinasi (2005, p13), Schinasi (2004, p5) and Hunter et al 
(2006  p15)  
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F/Stability Assessment Process 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 The F/Stability assessment framework provides a  
structured, comprehensive, and conceptually 
sound analytical framework for the assessment 
and measurement of systemic stability over time 
& across nations, via the SHIELDS rating system. 

 The Financial Stability Assessment System 
(FiSTAS) provides a standardised but flexible 
format by which financial and/or monetary 
authorities may identify, analyse, measure, 
mitigate, monitor and report financial stability 
issues, risks and vulnerabilities. 

 FiSTAS espouses theoretical, judgemental and 
professional insights as part of the overall 
assessment of financial stability. 
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F/Stability Assessment Process… 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 FiSTAS comprise a Financial Stability 
Assessment Matrix and a standardised overall 
financial stability rating system christened 
SHIELDS.  

 These analyses should be rendered integral 
constituencies of the periodic financial stability 
reports (FSRs). 

 FiSTAS takes into account quantitative (e.g. scope 
and severity of the potential risk) as well as 
qualitative factors. 

 The Framework is easy to implement as some of 
its features are already in common use in as 
demonstrated hereunder. 
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  F/Stability Assessment Process… 
 
  

 
 

 
 

 Granularity Issues  
 most well-known and widely used risk 

assessment systems have inadequate 
granularity.  

 The Fedres Risk Assessment System, for 
instance, has a three tier coding system 
wherein risk is assessed as ether low, moderate 
or high. 

 The UK Financial Services Authority’s (2006, 
p10) Advanced, Risk-Responsive Operating 
FrameWork (ARROW II) provides for the 
assessment of risk on a four-point scale as 
either low, medium low, medium high, or high.  
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F/Stability Assessment Process… 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 GLYOR Colour Coding System 
 We hereby adopt a recently developed five-tier 

GLYOR colour coding system in order to 
enhance the granularity of the risk assessment. 

 The acronym GLYOR stands for Green, Lime, 
Yellow, Orange and Red wherein Green 
denotes Minor, Miniscule, or Insignificant risk, 
Lime – Low risk, Yellow – Moderate risk, Orange 
– High risk, and Red – Extreme risk. 
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F/Stability Assessment Process… 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 Schematically, the GLYOR colour coding system 
may be portrayed as follows:  
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F/Stability Assessment Process…  
  

 
 

 
 

 FiSTAS employs a five-tier scale wherein impact 
and probability (and overall composite risk – a 
combination of the two) are each rated as 
illustrated below.  

 
 For each risk element, the composite risk is 

determined by the combination of impact / effect 
(the potential harm that could be caused) and 
probability (the likelihood of the particular event 
[vulnerability] occurring [crystallising]. 
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Rating of Risks to F/Stability 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Rating of Risks to Financial Stability 
 

 
Risk to 

Financial 
Stability 

Impact of 
the threat if 

it occurs 
= X 

Probability 
of the threat 

occurring 



Rating of Risks to F/Stability… 
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Risk Rating Scales :Ql, QN, & SQN 
 A qualitative or quantitative approach may be 

used to determine the overall risk to financial 
stability. The two approaches are illustrated 
below, beginning with the qualitative approach. 

 Qualitative risk assessment techniques use 
descriptive terms to define the likelihoods and 
consequences of risk events. Outputs from 
qualitative risk analyses are usually evaluated via 
a risk matrix with pre-determined risk threshold. 

 Using the matrix, a risk rating for a given risk 
event can be selected by reading across and down 
the matrix using give likelihood & consequence 
descriptors. 
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Source: Modified from Bowden, Lane and Martin (2001)  
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Semi-quantitative approaches 

 Semi-quantitative approaches to risk 
assessment may be used to overcome some of the 
shortcomings associated with qualitative ones 

 The methods provide a more detailed, prioritised 
ranking of risks, via the multiplication of frequency 
levels with a numerical ranking of consequence.  

 Thus several combinations of scale are possible, 
as shown in the tables below 
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 Source: Modified from Smit (2012, p 86) 
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Quantitative risk assessment 
 Quantitative risk assessment is being 

increasingly applied to support decision making. 
 The application of quantitative risk outputs, which 

are often not immediately intuitive and requires 
some up-front learning investment by decision 
makers.  

 The comprehensive assessments can derive 
detailed risk profiles for priority ranking, cost 
estimates for risk events, input to financial 
models; and a basis for benefit-cost analysis. 

 Risk assessment is not a one-off process. Regular 
review of risk assessment outcomes is required. 
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Illustrative Numerical Rating Scale … 
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[Abridged] Risk Assessment Matrix as at 31 
December 20XX … 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Notes to the Matrix: 
i. Current major risks or threats to financial stability 
ii. The indicators are expressed in different formats 

such as absolute value, ratio, change a year, trend, 
deviation from trend, model generated parameters, 
etc  

iii. Assessed expected impact on financial stability if a 
vulnerability or risk factor is triggered. 

iv. Assessed likelihood of a vulnerability crystallization 
at some point over the next three years. 

v. A product of assessed impact and probability 
vi. Risk mitigation / management strategies 
 
 



Risk Maps  
 Risk maps are also typical outputs from qualitative 

and semi-quantitative risk assessments which 
shows the  relationship between likelihood  (vertical 
axis) and consequence level (horizontal axis) for 
each event, and also shows  how the  events can be 
rated from low to extreme risk if desired. 

 While by construction the scales of both likelihood  
and consequence of risk events are  perceived to 
differ by orders of magnitude, the  diagonal lines on 
the risk map represent lines of equal  risk.  
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1.1  

Example of a Risk Map 

 
   



The Rating Process 

SHIELDS Rating Framework 
 

Analysis and Evaluation 
 

FS Committee Meeting 
 

Final  SHIELDS Rating 
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SHIELDS Rating System 
 Provides a single tool to assess financial stability 

risks over time and across nations. 
 Imparts clarity to policy making through use of a 

predictable systematic instrument. 
 Summarises the degree of financial stability of the 

system into a common yardstick 
 SHIELDS anticipates the multiple sources & causes 

of financial stress and is based on a wide 
spectrum of quantitative and qualitative 
evaluation factors  

 Communicates more effectively the overall impact 
of various sources of risk to financial stability.  

 SHIELDS, like CAMELS, is usable in countries at 
various stages of regulatory sophistication. 
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SHIELDS Rating System 

 SHIELDS is an acronym of the following factors: 
Solvency Conditions; 
Home Economic Conditions / Health of Home 

Economy / Health of the Macroeconomy;  
Institutional Quality; 
Earnings Conditions; 
Liquidity Conditions; 
Default Conditions; and  
Systemic Loss 



Rating Methodology 

 Intuitively, assignment of ratings calls for the 
adoption of a rating methodology. 

 Thereafter there is need to identify the risk factors 
that would be monitored, tracked and analysed 
against set benchmarks. 

 In SHIELDS the benchmarks are calibrated on the 
GLYOR scale 
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Rating Methodology … 

 By analysing the behaviour of some relevant 
financial stress indicators as compared to their 
benchmark behaviour, it is possible to identify 
periods and countries where deviations are 
significant. 

 The choice of the indicators, on the one hand, and 
of the benchmark, on the other hand, is therefore 
crucial for the results. 

 Concerning benchmark behaviour, it would be 
interesting to consider two dimensions: what is 
considered “normal” across countries as well as 
across time. 
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Rating Methodology … 

 To capture both dimensions, as a benchmark for a 
given period and country we have taken the mean 
across countries over the latest three years for 
which data were available. 

 Choice of indicator. Policymakers should have a 
wide range of indicators at their disposal, rather 
than relying on one single indicator, bearing in 
mind that each indicator has its own purpose 

  Indicator Thresholds. Policy tools could be 
based, at least in part, on certain values of 
indicators associated with those levels that 
signalled systemic stress in the past. 

 Threshold levels could be set at those values of 
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Identifying SHIELDS benchmarks 

 Determination of benchmarks is very important so 
that one knows how to interpret the results. 

 Benchmarks should be established up front. 
 The SHIELDS framework employs the following 

benchmarks: 
 Absolute benchmarks, e.g. CAR; EU Surveillance 

Framework; 
 Z-scores: Deviations from the mean normalised by 

the standard deviation 
 Percentiles   
 Signal Extraction Method 
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The new EU Macroeconomic 
Imbalances Monitoring Procedure 
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 • the growth rate of liabilities of the financial 

sector and 
 • the debt-to equity ratio, as an indicator 

measuring the leverage of the financial sector. 
 the loan-to-deposit ratio, i.e. an indicator on the 

funding structure of the banking sector was ruled 
out, and so was the share of short-term liabilities 
in total liabilities which measures refin needs. 
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Banking Sector – CAMELS  
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USAID & Partners for Fin Stability 

 Bank CAR : 16 %, with higher and lower ratios 
ranked on a scale of 1 to 5 depending on the 
difference of the country average & 16%. 

 Bank Provisioning to Non-performing loans: 65% 
 Annual Credit growth range of 15% to 25% 

regarded as best practice, leading to benchmark 
of 25%. 

 Total loans to total deposits: 100% ??? 
 Real interest rate spread: 2.5% 
 Numerous other qualitative benchmarks 
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Quintile Scale  
  Relevant Range  
 A “relevant range” for each indicator is established 

based on low-to-high distribution of the data set 
for all countries. Outliers that lie outside 2SDev  
from the mean are excluded to avoid distortion.  

  Quintile Scale  
 As the scale is based on quintiles, the scoring 

between the best ("1") and worst ("5") are based 
on a sliding scale. 

 Consider the following example: Given (a) Lowest 
Return on Assets: -1.5 per cent; (b) Highest 
Return on Assets: 3.5 per cent; it follows 
therefore, (c) Relevant Range = 5.0.  47 



Percentiles 
 Another  possibility  is  to  transform  the  

variables  in percentiles, using their sample 
cumulative distribution function – CDFs  

 In this case, the last percentile corresponds to a 
high instability period, while the value of the first 
percentile characterises a low stress level. 

 The other values around the median reflect an 
average risk level. 
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Quantitative Techniques To Assess 
Systemic Stability - Examples  
 There are several quantitative techniques used to 

assess systemic stability, each of them presenting 
both advantages and limitations, examples are: 
 Early Warning Systems (EWS) which enable the 

forecasts related to the probability of financial crisis 
appearance, but do not provide  information related 
to the shocks response capacity. 

 Stress-tests techniques which allow identification of 
potential shocks and estimate the financial system 
resistance, but not a comparative portrait of the 
level of stability over time and across nations; and  

 Aggregate Financial Stability Index (AFSI) which 
facilitate comparisons over time and across nations. 

 Market Based Methods: DtD, Merton Model, JPDensity 
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Early Warning Systems  

 There are various  approaches to model warning  
and  prediction of financial and economic risks. 

 The signal extraction approach is the most popular 
one among financial  institutions & policy makers 

 The main theoretical and empirical work on early 
warning systems is attributed to Kaminsky and 
Reinhart (1999) 

 Kaminsky, Lizondo and Reinhart (1998), and 
Goldstein, Kaminsky and Reinhart (2000) did 
further empirical studies on the subject.  

 Bussiere (2001) found that this approach was not 
without pitfalls. 
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The Kaminsky and Reinhart (1999) 
Signal Extraction Model 

 The signaling approach developed by Kamisky and 
Reinhart  (1999) involves the following steps:  
 identifying historical crisis episodes, 
 selecting  leading  indicators  as  predictors  of  

crisis  episodes, 
 setting threshold values of the selected leading 

indicators, 
 constructing composite leading indicators, and 
 watching for red signals and taking appropriate 

measures. 
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Identification of Historical  Crisis Episodes 

 it is necessary to determine what constitute a 
crisis and how it is defined &  measured. 

 As there is no unique quantitative variable for 
banking or financial crisis, measurable proxy 
variables have to be used to reduce subjectivity 

 In addition,  systematic  crisis  has  to  be  
distinguished  from non systematic  one.  

 In Kaminsky  and  Reinhart  (1999),  a banking 
crisis is systematic if banks runs result in closure 
or nationalization of at least one bank, or if there 
are no runs, large-scale government  intervention,  
merging  or  nationalization  of  one or more BKs .  52 



Identification of Historical  Crisis Episodes 
 Lindgren, Garcia & Saal (1996) classify systematic 

banking crises on the basis of whether bank runs, 
portfolio shifts, bank collapses or large-scale 
government intervention.  

 Any other episodes of financial stability are 
classified as non-systematic crises. 

 Demirguc-Kunt and Detragiache (1998a) use a 
achievement of at least one out of  four criteria: 
 proportion  of  non-performing loans to total 

banking system assets exceeds 10%, or 
 the public bailout cost exceeds 2% of GDP, or  
 large scale bank nationalization, or 
 extensive   bank   runs   are   visible   and   if  not, 

emergency government intervention is visible. 53 



Laeven & Valencia Data Set 2012  
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Other  definitions of a Crisis  

 Inflation crisis –   20% or higher, extreme 40% 
 Currency crush – Annual depreciation of 15% or 

more or currency debasement of 5% or removal of 
several “zeroes.” 

 Banking crisis – bank run leading to closure or 
merger or no runs but large scale closure/takeover 

 Debt Crisis- failure by government to honour  
 Domestic debt crisis – freezing deposits or forced 

conversions. 
 Global Financial Crisis ???  

 55 



 Has global effect on 
 the level and volatility of economic activity as 

measured by world aggregates of prices, real GDP, 
and trade; and 

 Is relatively synchronised across countries 

   Has four main elements: 
 One or more global financial centres are mired in a 

systemic crisis & also directlty or indirectly financial 
flows to numerous countries 

  The crisis involves two or more regions 
 The number of countries in each region is 3 or more 
 Composite GDP weighted by index average of 

global financial  is one std deviation above normal 
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selecting  leading  indicators 
predictors  of  crisis  episodes 
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 leading  indicators threshold values 
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The Kaminsky and Reinhart (1999) 
Signal Extraction Model 
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Performance of Indicators in the Signal Extraction Approach 
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Financial Stability Indexes 

63 

 The construction of an aggregate financial stability 
index (AFSI) represents, beside the early warning 
systems and the stress-tests, one of the 
quantitative methods for measuring the stability of 
a financial system. 

 Several steps need to be followed:  
 selection of individual indicators,  
 selection of the method for their normalization and 

identification of a weighting method (which relies 
on the retained criteria and on the established 
weights).features of the system & data availability. 

 aggregation of individual values into the composite 
(or partial) index based on different bus activity. 
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Financial Stability Indexes 
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AFSI econometric validation 
 Having in mind the stationarity tests ambiguity, 

we analyzed the model’s errors’ behaviour in order 
to check the tests validity 

 Financial stability level forecasts 
  Finding a valid econometric relation between the 

AFSI and a group of macroeconomic variable 
provides the possibility to perform a forecasting 
exercise in order to assess the future stability 
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Banking Stability Measures 

 Fortunes of may decline concurrently through 
direct links or through indirect links. 

 The Joint Probability of Distress (JPoD) and the 
Banking Stability Index (BSI) may be used to 
evaluate the impact of one bank on others 
through direct or indirect links. 

 the Banking System’s Portfolio Multivariate 
Density (BSMD), which characterises both the 
individual and joint asset value movements of the 
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Banking Stability Measures … 

 The Consistent Information Multivariate Density 
Optimizing (CIMDO) approach allows to analyse 
financial stability from three different, yet, 
complementary perspectives: 
 (i) common distress of the financial institutions in a 

system; 
 (ii) distress between specific institutions; and 
 (iii) distress in the system associated by distress in 

a specific institution. 

 To analyse stability from the third perspective, the 
Probability of Cascade Effects (PCE) may be used. 
 68 



The Financial System's Multivariate 
Density 

69 
Source: Goodhart C. and  Segoviano M. A. Banking Stability Measurers (2009)  
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Merton Failure Prediction Model 
 There are essentially three steps in determining 

the probability of failure using the Merton 
model: 
 Estimating the Value of the Total Assets  and 

Volatility of these Assets for a given bank; 
 Calculating the distance to default (DD); and  
 Calculating the probability of failure from the 

distance to default.  

 The value of Bank assets, Ai are taken from the 
latest prudential returns submitted by the banking 
institution. 

 The asset volatility  is estimated from the 
historical values of Total Bank Assets 
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Merton Failure Prediction Model … 
 The distance to default (DD) is done by using the asset 

values, volatility and the current values of the liabilities. 
The following formula is used: 
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Merton Failure Prediction Model … 
Distance to Default and the Default Barrier 
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Merton Failure Prediction Model … 
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. 

Source: King (2009) Measuring & Focusing F/Stability 
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Failure Prediction Model … 

Source: King (2009) 
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Distance-to-Capital 
 Chan-Lau & Sy (2006) introduced the distance-to-

capital (DtC) as an indicator of systemic risk.  
 The argument is that DtD is “a bridge to far” as it 

ignores the likelihood of regulatory corrective 
action well before a BI’s default. 

 The DtC solution is also derived from the Black 
and Scholes’ (1973) option pricing formula and 
the Merton (1974) pricing model wherein the 
value of a firm’s assets, V, should be equal to the 
sum of the values of its debt, D, and equity, E.  

 Intuitively, the only difference between the DtD 
and DtC is the choice of the relevant default 
barrier, or value of the call option’s exercise price. 



Qualitative Example:  
Expert Opinion Index  
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Global Macrofinacial Conditions  
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The Rating Process … 

 Each component of SHIELDS is assessed / rated 
using various metrics & qualitative considerations. 

 A similar approach is used in the CAMELS system. 
 Each component rating may be assigned a rating 

on a scale of “1” to “5” with “1” being the best 
possible and “5” the worst.  

 A composite financial stability rating (systemic 
stability) is derived from the seven component 
ratings. 
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The GLYOR Risk Scale 

80 Extreme Minor  
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Steps in Financial Stability Assessment 

Source: E. Zulue 
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Reporting Requirements  



Financial Stability Outlook 
 The Outlooks indicates the direction a rating is 

likely to move over a one years period. 
 A positive outlook indicates that there is a 

possibility to upgrade the rating in the course of 
the year, on the condition that positive tendencies 
are maintained & that current risks are mitigated. 

 A stable outlook indicates that there are no 
anticipated reasons to change the rating.  

 A negative outlook indicates that there is a 
possibility to downgrade the rating in the course 
of the year, if negative tendencies are maintained 

 A developing outlook indicates that there is a high 
possibility for a rating to be changed in course of year. 
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Outlook for financial stability … 

 The outlook for financial stability is shaped by two 
factors the key risks faced by the financial system 
and the system’s resilience in the face of those 
risks. 
 Summarise the key risks 
 Indicate the risk mitigants in place. 
 Proffer recommendations to strengthen 

resilience 
 Need to commend on provision of financial 

services to the economy 
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 SOURCES OF DATA  
 Global Macro-financial Conditions … 
 The SHIELDS rating system draws its inputs and 

from the Financial Stability Assessment Matrix, Risk 
Assessment Rationale and other credible analyses.  
Regarding source of data in respect of the Global 
Macro-financial Conditions reliance may be placed 
on several authoritative publications produced by 
specialist international institutions including: 

The Global Financial Stability report by the 
IMF;  

Global Risks report by the World Economic 
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COMESA Conceptual Framework For Maintaining Fin Stability  

  
 

 
 

Source: Developed from Schinasi (2005, p13), Schinasi (2004, p5) and Hunter et al 
(2006  p15)  
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Operational Implementation of 
Financial Stability Framework… 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 Safeguarding financial stability calls for effective 

coordination and structured sharing of 
information among key stakeholders in the 
financial system within a country and 
internationally.  

 
 Cognisant of the multifaceted and multi-

dimensional nature of financial stability we have 
recommended establishment of a 
multidisciplinary committee as illustrated in the 
diagram in the next slide. 
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Ministry of 
Finance 

Parliament  
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Operational Implementation of 
Financial Stability Framework… 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 The authority of the Committee may be derived 

from either the Reserve Bank Act, Banking Act or 
other relevant statutes 

 Proposed composition  
 Governors (Chair) 
 Banking Supervision (Secretariat) 
 Economic Research  
 Financial Markets  
 National Payments System  
 Banking Operations  
 IT  
 Legal / Company Secretary  
 Securities Commission & Stock Exchange 
 Insurance and Pensions Commission  
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Operational Implementation of 
Financial Stability Framework… 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 The Financial Stability Committee should meet 

at least half-yearly, but may meet more 
frequently as and when necessary, to 
brainstorm, discuss and coordinate financial 
stability issues.  

 The committee should also oversee the internal 
and external presentation / publication of bi-
annual financial stability reports (FSRs). 
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Operational Implementation of the 
Financial Stability Framework… 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Typical Terms of Reference for the committee are to: 

 brainstorm, discuss and coordinate financial 
stability issues. 

 monitor on a regular basis the functioning of the 
financial system, including the banking, debt, 
equity, insurance and related markets;   

 facilitate early identification of sources of risks (to 
stability) and of potential  vulnerabilities that 
could  threaten financial stability; 

 promote rigorous, accurate and systematic 
assessment of the present degree of financial 
stability as well as the outlook ahead; 
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Operational Implementation of the 
Financial Stability Framework… 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Terms of Reference for the committee…  

 evaluate the ability of the financial system to 
absorb shocks should the risk identified 
materialize; 

 provide the lead time for appropriate policy 
responses;  

 promote adoption of preventive and timely 
remedial (risk mitigation) policies and/or restore 
the system to stability (via resolution of 
problems) if preventive & remedial action fail;   

 Oversee internal & external presentation of  
financial stability reports;  
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Operational Implementation of the 
Financial Stability Framework… 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Terms of Reference for the committee…  
 cause reduction of arbitrage  opportunities 

usually created by  differing regulation and 
supervision  standards amongst supervisory 
authorities in the economies;  

 report regularly, and at any time where 
necessary, to the Reserve Bank’s Board  of 
Directors covering all the above  matters; and  

 deliberate on such other issues as may  be 
specified from time to time. 
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       Operational Implementation of the 
Financial Stability Framework… 
 Following Fell and Schinasi (2005), the 

Committee may consider some of the 
underlisted issues as part of its agenda: 
 Is the risk identification process systematic? 
 Are the risks identified plausible? 
 Are the identified risks systemically relevant? 
 Can linkages and transimisions (or 

contagion) channels be identified? 
 Have risks and linkages been cross checked? 
 Has the risk identification process been time 

consistent? 
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Monitoring Arrangements … 

 Frequency of Financial Stability Assessments 
 Peer monitoring 
 Publication of results 
 Role of  this Committee  
 Capacity building and training implications among 

member countries for Quality Assurance? 
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Conceptual Framework … Recap 
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